
Throw Away Those Practice Charts: 
Teaching Kids How To Practice.

Chris Gleason



} “Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase 
perfection we can catch excellence.”

—Vince Lombardi





} If we want students to become self-reliant, 
self-directed, independent learners, then they 
need the opportunity (and tools) to be self-
reliant, self-directed, and independent. 

} Telling kids to practice better is almost as 
vague as saying “stir until you reach a hearty 
consistency”.  

} Time does not equal quality.





-Chris Gleason

Please do not duplicate without permission- c.g.



} Is it Nature or Nurture?
} What is skill?
} What is the most effective way to practice?
} Is more practice better?
} What role does motivation play in talent?
} What role do we as teachers play?
} Is talent hereditary?





} Loaded question… Nature vs Nurture

} What Does Research Tell Us?
◦ There IS research stating that we are born with  

aptitude for certain skill sets – physical attributes, 
learning styles, etc… due to genetics and our 
environments.



} South Korean woman golfer won the LPGA 
tournament in ‘98; now there are 45 on tour.

} 1991 only one Chinese entry for Van Cliburn 
piano competition – recently had 8.

} Composers of 19th Century Vienna
} Writers of Shakespearean England
} Artists of Italian Renaissance
} Russian tennis
} Brazilian Soccer
} Dominican Republic big-league baseball



} There is A LOT of evidence that shows we control 
more of our talent that we thought! 

} What is talent?   It is Skill.

} “Although talent feels and looks predestined, in 
fact we have a good deal of control over what 
skills we develop, and we each have more 
potential than we might ever presume to guess. 
We are all born with the opportunity to become… 
lords of our own internet.” p 72-73



Talent = Skill = Myelin



} Every human movement, thought, or feeling is a 
precisely timed electric signal traveling through a 
chain of neurons - a circuit of nerve fibers and all 
circuits grow according to rules.

} Myelin is the insulation that wraps these nerve 
fibers and increases signal strength, speed and 
accuracy. The more we fire a particular circuit, 
the more myelin optimizes that circuit. The 
thicker the myelin gets the faster and more 
accurate our movements and thoughts become. 



} It’s universal: everyone can grow it.
} It’s indiscriminate: growth enables all manner 

of skills, mental and physical
} It’s imperceptible: we can’t see it or feel it 

only sense its increase by “magical-seeming” 
effects



} It’s composed of a mundanity known as 
phospholipid membrane, a dense fat that 
wraps like electrical tape around a nerve 
fiber, preventing the electrical impulses 
from leaking out. It arrives in a series of 
long, rounded shapes that more than one 
neurologist unpoetically describes as 
“sausagey” p38



} It’s slow. Each one of these wraps can go 
around the nerve fiber forty or fifty times, 
and that can take days or weeks. Imagine 
doing that to an entire neuron, then an 
entire circuit with thousands of nerves. It 
would be like insulating a transatlantic 
cable. p 43





} Did you konw you're a guiens? Jsut the fcat 
taht you can atllacuy raed tihs psot porves 
taht fcat. The huamn mnid is so pufowerl it 
can dcodee tihs txet eevn tguohh eervy sglnie 
wrod is slepled iocenrtclry. The one cavaet is 
taht the frist and lsat lertets are pervresed in 
erevy wrod. Cidrgbame Uitesirnvy cetoudncd 
a sduty and fnuod taht the biarn deos not 
raed eevry snlige lteetr, but wodrs as a wohle.

http://www.notsoboringlife.com/ramblings/mixed-up-words/

http://www.notsoboringlife.com/ramblings/mixed-up-words/


} New technology called a diffusion 
tensor allowed scientists to measure 
and map myelin inside living subjects. 
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a 
magnetic resonance image (MRI) 
technique that enables the diffusion 
(concentration) of water in tissue.



} The more the nerve fires, the more myelin 
wraps around it. The more myelin wraps 
around it, the faster the signals travel, 
increasing velocities up to one hundred times 
over signals sent through uninsulated fiber.

} Nerve firings grow myelin, myelin controls 
impulse speed, and impulse speed is skill. 

} Signals have to travel at the right speed, 
arrive at the right time, and myelination is the 
brain’s way of controlling that speed” p42



} Practice builds myelin and myelin is skill. I’ll 
just do more practice.

} But…. HOW do you practice? 



} Deep practice feels a bit like exploring a dark 
and unfamiliar room. You start slowly, you 
bump into furniture, stop think, and start 
again. Slowly, and a little painfully, you 
explore the space over and over, attending to 
errors, extending your reach into the room a 
bit farther each time, building a mental map 
until you can move through it quickly and 
intuitively.  The instinct to slow down and 
break skills into their components is 
universal.   p 79-80



} Deep practice is built on a paradox: 
struggling in certain targeted ways-
operating at the edges of your ability, where 
you make mistakes – makes you smarter. 

Deep Practice 

Target something just out of 
your reach. 
Work on it slowly
Break it down (chunk it up) 
Think about what you are 
doing. 
Listen to examples (a model!) 

Shallow Practice 

Play easy things only
Play it fast to get it done 
Always start at the beginning 
Think about anything else. 
Don't listen to examples. 





1.Chunk It Up
2. Repeat It
3. Reach & Struggle



} Absorb the whole thing. This means 
spending time staring at or listening to the 
desired skill- the song, the move, the swing 
- as a single coherent entity. 

Deep Practice Rule #1: Chunk It Up



“We’re prewired to imitate” says Anders 
Ericsson, “When you put yourself in the same 
situation as an outstanding person and 
attack a task that they took on, it has a big 
effect on your skill” p. 80

Deep Practice Rule #1: Chunk It Up



} Listen to recordings!
} Watch great performers!
} Tim Gallwey “Inner Game of Tennis” -

beginning tennis students..he would NOT 
talk -just show them.

} Mental imagery - tennis hotbeds - practice 
without balls. 

} YouTube!

Deep Practice Rule #1: Chunk It Up



} How do we break difficult music down? In 
other words, what are some strategies we 
could use to practice?

•Slow it down
•Isolate tough intervals
•Clap It
•Sing It
•Hiss It
•Finger It
•Say the note names

•Change the rhythm
•Play it backwards
•Buzz It
•Change the articulation
•Play it in a new key
•Count It
•Visualize It

Deep Practice Rule #1: Chunk It Up



} “If a passerby can recognize the song being 
played, it’s not being practiced correctly” –
Meadowmount Teacher

} Going slow allows you to attend more closely 
to errors, creating a higher degree of precision 
with each firing - and when it comes to 
growing myelin, precision is everything. 

} “It’s not how fast you can do it. It’s how slow 
you can do it correctly”. – Tom Martinez

Deep Practice Rule #1: Chunk It Up



} Meadowmount School of Music – New York
◦ Cut each measure, stuff into envelopes, pull out in 

random order, then practice within those measures 
altering rhythms. Eventually linking them together 
into larger groupings. (Yo-Yo Ma, Pinchas Zuckerman, 
Joshua Bell, Itzhak Perlman)

} Why? 
◦ It helps to break a skill into component pieces 

(circuits).

Deep Practice Rule #1: Chunk It Up





}Practice IS the best teacher
}No substitute for attentive 
repetition.

Deep Practice Rule #2: Repeat It



}Practice makes perfect 
really should be...practice 
makes myelin” p 44

Deep Practice Rule #2: Repeat It



…was considered the greatest musician of 
the twentieth century. He was from Spain 
but spent most of his life in exile because 
he did not believe in the dictatorial 
government of Francisco Franco that 
controlled that country. Early in his life he 
developed the habit of practicing his 
instrument, the Cello, for three hours every 
day. Very late in his life he was approached 
by his friends to ask him why he continued 
to practice three hours every day. He 
replied, "I am beginning to see some 
improvement.”

} PABLO CASALS WAS NINETY THREE.



} Spending more time is effective- but 
only if you’re still in the sweet spot at 
the edge of your capabilities, attentively 
building and honing circuits. 

} “When you depart the deep-practice 
zone, you might as well quit” – Daniel Coyle 
p 89

Deep Practice Rule #2: Repeat It



}10 Year, 10,000 Hour Rule 

} Finding from 1899 which says that world-
class expertise in every domain (violin, math, 
chess) requires roughly a decade of 
committed practice. p 52 

} “Outliers” by Malcolm Gladwell

Deep Practice Rule #2: Repeat It



} Universal Theory of Skill

Deep practice X 10,000 hours  =  
World Class Skill

} That is 3,650 days of practice in 10 years 
divided by 10,000 hours = roughly 3 hours 
per day of deep practice. 

Deep Practice Rule #2: Repeat It



That productive, uncomfortable terrain 
located just beyond our current abilities, 
where our reach exceeds our grasp. 

Deep Practice Rule #3: Reach & Struggle



} When you’re practicing deeply, the world’s 
usual rules are suspended. You use time 
more efficiently. Your small efforts produce 
big, lasting results. You have positioned 
yourself at a place of leverage where you can 
capture failure and turn it into skill. The trick 
is to choose a goal just beyond your present 
abilities, to target the struggle. Thrashing 
blindly doesn’t help. Reaching does! p 19 

Deep Practice Rule #3: Reach & Struggle



} Link Trainer – “The Blue Box” is the 
first airplane simulator developed in 
the 1930’s by Edwin Link

} Futsal – Brazil’s secret soccer 
weapon. 



} Like a baby learning to walk….

“The staggering babies embody the 
deepest truth about deep practice: to 
get good, it’s helpful to be willing, or 
even enthusiastic, about being bad.” 
-Daniel Coyle p 94



} “Struggle is not optional - it’s neurologically 
required: in order to get your skill circuit to 
fire optimally, you must by definition fire the 
circuit suboptimally; you must make mistakes 
and pay attention to those mistakes; you 
must slowly teach your circuit. You must also 
keep firing that circuit - i.e., practicing - in 
order to keep myelin functioning properly. 
After all, myelin is living tissue. 

} p 44-45



“You will 
become clever 
through your 

mistakes.” 
– German Proverb





}“Try again. Fail 
again. Fail better.” 
– Samuel Beckett



Mistakes Are Necessary







} Q: Why are passion and persistence 
key ingredients of talent?

} A: Because wrapping myelin around a 
big circuit requires immense energy 
and time. If you don’t love it, you’ll 
never work hard enough to be great.





} Q: How do you explain a prodigy such as 
Mozart?

} A: Dr. Howe in Genius Explained estimates 
that Mozart, by 16 had studied 3,500 hours 
of music with his instructor-father, a fact that 
places his musical memory in the realm of 
impressive but obtainable skill. The true 
expertise of these geniuses, the research 
suggests, resides in their ability to deep-
practice obsessively, even when it doesn't 
look like they’re practicing. Obsessive desire 
to improve “the rage to master”.



}Q: What’s the best way to get 
to Carnegie Hall?

}A: Go straight down Myelin 
Street. 

} p34-35



} Q: But What About Eric Jensen
and Other Brain Research?
} A: First brain researchers called their new 

field “neurology” based on the neuron.
} Jensen and others discuss the role of neurons 

and synapses – they are important and do 
explain memory, emotion, muscle control, 
sensory perception, etc. But “there’s a key 
question that neurons can’t explain: why 
does it take people so long to learn complex 
skills?



} Q: Is it important to have good teachers?
} A: YES! 



} Dr. Carol Dweck, author of book “Mindset” 
spent 30 years studying motivation.

} “Motivation does not increase with 
increased levels of praise but often 
dips. Its all about clarity”  p 137

} Acknowledge Effort!







} Hans Jensen, cello instructor in 
Chicago

} Their personality-their core skill 
circuit-is to be more like farmers: 
careful, deliberate cultivators of 
myelin. They posses vast, deep 
frameworks of knowledge, which they 
apply to the steady, incremental work 
of growing skill circuits, which they 
ultimately don’t control. 
– Daniel Coyle p 165



} Who is the best coaches of all-time?
} John Wooden – UCLA Basketball Coach
◦ Made decisions at a pace equal to his players.
◦ Planned specific goals for team and individuals.
◦ Delivered information at precise moments.
◦ Taught in chunks using what he called the whole-

part method. His laws of learning:
1. Explanation
2. Demonstration
3. Imitation
4. Correction
5. Repetition



“Don’t look for the big, quick improvement. 
Seek the small improvement one day at a 
time. That’s the only way it happens - and 
when it happens, it lasts.” – Wooden p 170

“The importance of repetition 
until automaticity cannot be 
overstated. Repetition is the key 
to learning.” - Wooden p 170



1. Talent or Skill?  You control more than you 
know!

2. Myelin is the insulation that wraps our nerve 
fibers and increases signal strength, speed 
and accuracy. 

3. The more we fire a particular circuit, the more 
myelin optimizes that circuit. The thicker the 
myelin gets the faster and more accurate our 
movements and thoughts become.

4. Deep practice means targeting something just 
out of our reach.

5. Chunk it up and slow it down (Whole-Part-
Whole)



6. Spending more time is effective- but 
only if you’re still in the sweet spot.

7. Struggle is not optional - it’s 
neurologically required.

8. The best way to build a good circuit 
is to fire it, attend to mistakes, then 
fire it again, over and over.

9. Listen and watch examples of 
excellence.



10.Tell kids how the myelin mechanism 
works- kids achieve when they 
understand how it works.







} See notes below


